
CENG334 - Introduction to Operating Systems 

 Spring 2012 

Homework 2 (Sections 1 & 2)

Due To: 30.04.2012

1. Introduction

In this homework you will study on synchronization between threads using semaphores, mutexes 

and  conditional  variables.  You are  asked  to  simulate  warehouse  processes  in  the  scope of  this 

homework. We have distributors which provide products to the warehouse and customers which 

need some of these products. Distributors sell products to the warehouse and the warehouse sells 

them to the customer. Distributors cannot sell products to customers directly. Our aim is to make all 

customers buy the products they need. You will implement all of the customer, distributor, and the 

warehouse parts. 

You  will  have  an  input  file  describing  which  distributors  provide  which  products  and  which 

customers need which of them. Format of the input file is given in detail later in this document.

2. Tasks

Your major duty is to maintain synchronization between the warehouse, distributors and customers 

using conditional variables, semaphores and mutexes. 

2.1. Starting

When your program is started, it should create a thread for each distributor and customer. Each 

thread will simulate a distributor or a customer. The warehouse will be simulated by the main thread 

(no seperate thread for the warehouse). After creating all threads the warehouse may wait for 1 

seconds before starting to operate to ensure that all threads start their execution.

2.2. Warehouse

The warehouse controls  the time progress step by step.  Each step should be 1 second in  your 

implementation. Time starts at 1 and goes until all customers buy all products they need. At each 

step, the warehouse should print the time to the standard output as Time x. After printing the time 

the warehouse should inform distributors and customers according to following rules.

• At each step only one distributor can sell its products to the warehouse.

• Distributors will come and sell their products to the warehouse according to order given in 

the input file.

• Distributors sell their products to the warehouse in cycle. If there are n distributors, interval 

of n time steps is counted as a cycle.

• The warehouse cannot store the same product more than one. So, distributor does not sell 

anything to the warehouse if the warehouse has any of its products. In this situation, the 

warehouse does not take any product in that time step (It does not call next distributor in that 

timestep) and print following to the standard output:



Warehouse didn't wake up distributor distributor_name

For example, if distributor 2 sells products A and B and the warehouse has B when it is  

distibutor 2's turn, the warehouse does not wake up distributor 2 for that step. In the next 

time step the warehouse continues its execution normally by waking up distributor 3.

• At  each  time  step,  after  the  warehouse  is  done  with  the  distributor,  it  should  inform 

customers who are waiting for products that the warehouse has. (Hint: You can hold a wait 

list  for  each  product,  and  inform  customers  in  the  list  according  to  products  that  the 

warehouse has.)

• If the warehouse has products A it should wake up all customers who are waiting for A. It 

does not matter which customer buys it. You do not need to implement something special for 

it. Who comes first buys the product.

• The warehouse gives all products back to distributors if there is no activity during a cycle to 

prevent  deadlock.  No  activity  means,  any  distributor  does  not  sell  product  to  and  any 

customer does not buy product from the warehouse. In this situation, the warehouse deletes 

all products in its product list and print following to the standard output at the end of the last 

time step of the cycle:

Warehouse deleted products.

2.3. Distributors

Distributors part is easy. When a distributor wakes up, it should add its products to the product list 

of the warehouse. If it will not sell anything to the warehouse, the warehouse does not wake up it. 

Distributors do not know anything about customers. It is possible that the warehouse never wakes 

up a distributor or wakes up it more than once during the execution.

After selling its  products to the warehouse,  a distributor should print following to the standard 

output:

Distributor distributor_name sold product_name_1 product_name_2 ...

2.4. Customers

The aim of the all customers is to buy what they need and finish their job. Therefore when they 

wake up they should try to get the product that they need from the warehouse without concerning 

about other customers.  You should be careful  about not to sell  same product to more than one 

customers (Implement critical sections). 

Rules about the customers are those:

• All customers need at least one product to be able to finish.

• All products that a customer needs should be different. In other words, a customer cannot 

need same product more than once.

• Customers cannot buy products they do not need from the warehouse.

• When a  customer  buys  a  product  from the  warehouse  it  should  print  following  to  the 

standard output:

Customer customer_name bought product_name

• If  the  warehouse  has  some  products  and  there  are  some  customers  which  need  these 

products, these products should be bought in that time step.



• When a customer buys all  products it  needs it  should finish in that  time step and print 

following to the standard output:

Customer customer_name finished

3. Input File

The input file named as input.txt should be located in the same directory with your executables. If 

we have p products, d distributors and c customers in total, the format of the input file will be as:

Figure 3.1: Format of the input file

Note that the products provided by a distributor and needed by a customer are given in the same line 

with its name and separated by a single space.

4. Specifications

• Your homeworks should be written in C.

• You  are  allowed  to  use  only  Posix  Threads  (pthread)  library  for  threads,  mutexes, 

semaphores and any other synchronization mechanism.

• Your homeworks will be evaluated using blackbox technique. Therefore please be careful 

about the output format. Do not forget to print space and newline characters. Be also careful 

about that outputs are case sensitive.

• Everything you submit should be your own work.

• Please follow the course page on newsgroup(cow) for any update and clarification.

• Please ask your questions related to the homework on cow instead of email unless you need 

to share a code segment.

p

product_name_1

product_name_2

...

product_name_p

d

distributor_name_1 product_name product_name ...

distributor_name_2 product_name product_name ...

...

distributor_

name_d product_name product_name ...

c

customer_name_1 product_name product_name ...

customer_name_2 product_name product_name ...

...

customer_name_s product_name product_name ...



5. Submission

You will submit a single tar.gz file named warehouse.tar.gz which contains all source files, headers 

and  a  makefile.  Makefile  should  create  an  executable  named  warehouse.  Your  files  will  be 

extracted, compiled and executed as following:

tar cvf warehouse.tar.gz

make

./ warehouse

Therefore, your tar.gz files should not contain any folder.

6. Sample execution

Execution of the sample input file in Figure 6.1 is given in Figure 6.2

Figure 6.1: Sample input file

4

elma

muz

erik

portakal

3

ciftci_ali elma muz

ciftci_veli erik

hasan muz portakal

3

toptanci_hali elma muz portakal

ayse_hanim muz erik portakal elma

osman_bey erik muz



Figure 6.2: Sample execution

Time 1

Distributor ciftci_ali sold elma muz

Customer toptanci_hali bought elma

Customer toptanci_hali bought muz

Time 2

Distributor ciftci_veli sold erik

Customer osman_bey bought erik

Time 3

Distributor hasan sold muz portakal

Customer osman_bey bought muz

Customer osman_bey finished

Customer ayse_hanim bought portakal

Time 4

Distributor ciftci_ali sold elma muz

Customer ayse_hanim bought elma

Customer ayse_hanim bought muz

Time 5

Distributor ciftci_veli sold erik

Customer ayse_hanim bought erik

Customer ayse_hanim finished

Time 6

Distributor hasan sold muz portakal

Customer toptanci_hali bought portakal

Customer toptanci_hali finished


